
Antenna Mount Instructions 

Fasten nut to screw making 
sure the nut is tight. 

Position a loop clip on the 
antenna and push the screw 
into the loop clip hole.  It’s now 
ready for the flag.  Push the 
screw thru the flag hole and 
thru the delrin strip inside the 
flag sleeve.  Repeat this proce-
dure for the other loop clip.

The mount comes pre-
assembled.  Remove from the 
package.  Remove the nuts 
and screws from loop clips.

Flag positioned on pole 
with two loop clips 
secured with screws and 
nuts

After flag is positioned on 
pole, attach mount stop 
with tie wrap and slit tube. 
This keeps the flag mount 
from going up  the 
antenna.

Completed installation 
should be as close to the 
bottom of the antenna as 
possible.
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** This antenna mount is designed to be located at the base of the antenna.** 
- If the mount is higher up on the antenna it could damage the antenna. - 
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Position a loop clip on the 
antenna and push the screw 
into the loop clip hole.  It’s now 
ready for the flag.  Push the 
screw thru the flag hole and 
thru the delrin strip inside the 
flag sleeve.  Repeat this proce-
dure for the other loop clip.
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